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Interview with Sir Stuart Lipton: ‘Social is my driving factor’
By Adam Branson | Fri 13 December 2019

As 22 Bishopsgate nears completion, Sir Stuart Lipton tells Adam Branson how the landmark scheme
re�ects his broader vision of development as a force for social good.

Sir Stuart Lipton makes one thing clear within seconds of entering the library in his of�ce in

Cavendish Square. “You can drop the ‘sir’,” he tells the photographer. Sadly, to no avail. The

photographer just can’t help himself and Lipton soon gives up trying to stop him.

To be fair, it is hard to forget Lipton is a knight given his track record. Property Week is ostensibly

here to talk to the industry legend about his latest achievement: 22 Bishopsgate, Lipton Rogers’

behemoth of a development, which will open in a few months and is the tallest building in the City of

London.

But inevitably, over the course of a fascinating hour-long interview, Lipton also expands on the

golden thread that runs through all his developments right back to Broadgate, his work in the

https://www.propertyweek.com/adam-branson/4501906.bio
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aftermath of the Tottenham riots, his intolerance of politicians of all stripes who talk with “forked

tongues” and what he wants to do next – and no, it isn’t all about commercial property.

As you would expect, 22 Bishopsgate takes up a fair chunk of the conversation.

Lipton has long described the skyscraper as a “vertical village”, by which he means that it features as

many types of the space that people need in their day-to-day lives as possible, including places to

eat, exercise and socialise, as well as facilities such as a doctor’s surgery, dentist and hairdresser.

An of�ce is the ultimate servant if you design it for people, rather than for yourself

“An of�ce is the ultimate servant if you design it for people, rather than for yourself,” says Lipton.

“Many of our friends in the trade design buildings for themselves. Argent and a few others design

buildings for the people in the buildings, not for themselves. Argent, Derwent, [Almacantar’s] Mike

Hussey… they think about this. Others just think about buildings as buildings – what I call ‘rent slabs’.”

Turning 22 Bishopsgate from concept to reality has taken some time. AXA IM – Real Assets acquired

the site in 2015, with Lipton Rogers retained as development manager. He �rst took an interest in it

in 2012. At that time, work had stopped on a previous scheme, of�cially named The Pinnacle, but

widely known as the Helter Skelter.

Lipton describes the design for the project as belonging to the “wibbly wobbly” school of architecture,

under which computer-aided design has allowed architects to come up with ever more complicated

structures.

“Here was a project that had stopped and there was an opportunity to think about what it was

appropriate to build,” says Lipton. “I always like to think that I am the site. That may be slightly

bizarre, but if I think of myself as the site, I am trying to consider the community, the architectural

environment, the space I am in.”

The 22 Bishopsgate site lies between the Cheesegrater, or 122 Leadenhall, and Tower 42, otherwise

known as the NatWest Building, both of which Lipton admires.

Less showy building

Thanks to this juxtaposition, he felt that his building would have to be less showy, or “quiet”, as he

puts it. He also wanted to make the new design more practical than its predecessor. “It wasn’t very

functional as The Pinnacle; it wasn’t very ef�cient,” he says.
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Lipton and business partner Peter Rogers had clear ideas of what they wanted – and that would

involve radical change.

A new developer on a scheme would typically appoint its own architect to come up with a new

design. Not at 22 Bishopsgate. Rather, Lipton Rogers retained PLP’s Karen Cook, who had worked on

the project since its conception.

This decision was based on a number of factors. “It’s dif�cult choosing architects – I �nd it quite

emotional,” says Lipton. “You’re signing yourself up for a �ve-year relationship and if you care [about

a project] that will be quite close-knit. Karen was keen to do something different. What was clear was

that the existing design couldn’t stay, so we started working on it and there were many, many

designs.”

Fast-forward to today and 22 Bishopsgate is pretty much complete. The building is due to open in

April and is more than half let, according to Lipton.

“[The lettings] vary between one and three �oors – the days of major tenants in London I think are

gone. We’ll see some – mainly the law and accounting �rms – but people are occupying space more

Source: shuttercock/Christopher George

22 Bishopsgate: the tallest building in the City of London is scheduled for completion in April
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densely. Today, 100,000 sq ft would be a very large letting.”

With this sizeable project in its �nal stages, Lipton would be forgiven for taking a well-earned break.

However, the 77-year-old has no plans to take it easy any time soon. So what’s next on the agenda?

Another 22 Bishopsgate?

“Next is another 22, but slightly different,” he says. “We don’t have a site, but the vision would be the

same, except the ground �oor would be a large café and an auditorium that could also be an

exhibition space.”

Career milestone

Don’t rule out him taking a detour into the residential space either. Lipton is increasingly exercised

about the housing situation in the UK. He doesn’t say it directly, but it is evident that this feeling was

informed by his role heading the taskforce set up to deal with the aftermath of the 2011 Tottenham

riots.

“Tottenham was a milestone in my career,” he says simply.

“When you get to somewhere like Tottenham and you see the conditions people live in, you see green

spaces around buildings fenced off so people can’t use them. You see no amenities. You see

community spaces that nobody would want to go in. You see teenagers with nothing to do – no fun,

no life really. So, what happens? They get into gangs.”

[Politicians] all say they want to encourage more housing, but they do nothing to help it

Lipton is convinced the built environment has a major role to play in �xing these social issues. “If you

think about the village green, it had amenities – it had a pub and a church, maybe a library and a

school, some shops.

“Today’s village green should have all that, plus a co-working space and a doctor and a play space so

that it’s a community and people can be respectful to each other. If people have no motivation or

aspiration, nothing is going to change.”

Lipton’s frustration with the current housing situation extends way beyond north London estates. The

source of the problem, he says, lies with politicians.

“They want anyone who owns a house to feel rich – and that applies to both parties,” he says. “They

all speak with forked tongues. They all say they want to encourage more housing, but they do nothing
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to help it.

“So, we’re now in a position where we have £7trn of housing land and buildings – more than 60% of

our net worth – with nothing being done to substantially increase the supply of housing.

We’re interested in developing community housing on a semi-industrial basis

“Why not increase supply so that housing dropped slightly in value? Why shouldn’t people have a

reasonable amount of space? If you look at what housebuilders are building, they’re not big enough.”

To help address the UK’s housing crisis, Lipton thinks there should be a more sensible approach to

green-belt land.

“We should classify green-belt as primary, secondary and tertiary and not allow primary or secondary

to be touched unless it is for major infrastructure,” he says. “But we should allow tertiary to be used

for housing on the basis that there is land value capture and half the value goes back to primary and

secondary for green infrastructure. No politician has got the guts for that.”

It may be early days, but Lipton is willing to put his money where his mouth is.

“What we’re interested in is developing community housing with amenities on a semi-industrialised

basis,” he says. “Housing should be a standardised product with façades re�ecting the local

vernacular. You wouldn’t criticise a car that had a clip-on body but a common chassis, but people do

with housing.”

He adds that for genuinely high-quality housing to come forward, the public sector must be willing to

play a part by providing land for below market value. Land, after all, is the most expensive element of

any development.
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‘No vision or leadership’

“Pricing is just too high and with government and local government owning huge amounts of land,

why can’t it respond?” he asks. “There is no vision or leadership. We’ve been doing our homework

with professionals and we know what we would like to build.

“But to do what I’m proposing requires scale. It’s a minimum of 200 units, ideally 500 units. And there

are plenty of local authority sites.”

Whether he is plotting a behemoth of�ce tower in the City or housing, Lipton has a philosophy that

runs through all his developments.

“Humanity is the factor that bridges the gap between housing and of�ces,” he says. “Social is my

driving factor. Social in housing. Social in of�ce buildings. Social in public realm. I see absolutely no

reason why we shouldn’t get it.”

It is a mantra that has served Lipton well over the years and will no doubt go on serving him well as

he continues to go where many younger developers fear to tread.

Source: shutterstock/archerallsquare

Broadgate: this landmark City scheme re�ects Lipton’s belief in placemaking


